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> The transformation of three social buildings in Bordeaux, 
by Lacaton & Vassal architectes, Frédéric Druot and 
Christophe Hutin, has won the ‘EU Mies van der Rohe’ 
Award. This work can be seen free of charge at Santa  
Teresa Convent, in the exhibition under the title ‘Tabula  
non rasa’, to be opened until July. 
 
The exhibition ‘Tabula non rasa’ was the Basque Country 
Architecture Institute (EAI/IAE) debut event. It vindicates 
the renovation of old urban spaces, but not their demolition. 
Its central part is starring by the winning work of ‘EU Mies 
van der Rohe’ Award 2019, announced this week. 

The European Union Prize for Contemporary 
Architecture, named ‘Mies van der Rohe Award’, recognises 
and commends excellence in European architecture.  
This year the prize winner is Lacaton & Vassal architectes, 
with Frédéric Druot and Christophe Hutin, the authors of  
the transformation of three large buildings from the early 
60’s in Bordeaux. 
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In those years, large housing states were built all over  
the western world. Today these settlements are often 
considered as architecturally inferior, urbanistic amiss  
and ideologically obsolete. The exhibition shows how 
these big projects could still have their best years ahead  
if they are sustainably renovated, their living standards 
being improved and their floor plans being enlarged. 
 
‘Tabula non rasa’ can be visited from Thursdays to 
Sundays, free of charge, at Santa Teresa Convent in  
San Sebastian until 14th of July. The exhibition uses three 
pieces (three installations) to propose a reflection about 
the evolution of buildings and urban built spaces. For many 
years we have seen how buildings are demolished and 
replaced by others, which means not only economic and 
environmental damage, but also a loss of urban identity. 
Currently, however, criticism of this abuse of demolition  
is growing, and more and more architects are looking into 
the ‘transformability’ of buildings, which opens up an area 
of research, without predefined guidelines. 

This work based in Bordeaux improved the living 
standard for the occupants of 530 flats in Grand Parc.  
The living-rooms were extended in 20 metres, and 
reduced the overall energy consumption of the building  
by 50%, small windows were replaced by floor-to-ceiling 
sliding glass panels, and the former elevators were 
replaced by a bigger one. In addition, the extensions of 
3,80m, deep widen the space of use, connecting to winter 
gardens. The residents didn’t have to move out during the 
construction work and, although the floor area increased 
substantially, the pay the same rate as before.  

For further information: 
Eduardo Ortiz de Arri  
(647 770052) 

 
 


